
Horses are a thing of Beauty, Magnificent
Creatures that take our breath way and put a
catch in our throats and a tear in our eye
when we behold their splendor. 

Every now and then we get that "good picture" one that ALMOST shows our horses in their
true light. We cherish this memento, giving it status with the photos of our children. 

Within the equine community there are individuals who have made it their life's work to pro-
duce photos of horses for our enjoyment. Equine Photographers. The term sounds too ordinary
for what the gifted ones amongst their ranks can accomplish. A good Equine Photographer will
be the source of  "MAGIC".  The CAN capture that which has eluded us, the real horse of inner
and outer beauty. The film becomes the medium through which they mystically transport the
souls and personality of our horses. 

Just like any other profession, there are the poor, good and outstanding practitioners. You
have to sort through them to find the individual who's work speaks to your heart. We are fortu-
nate in the Gaited Horse Community to have one outstanding example of just such an artist. 

Then we take out our camera and try to capture that essence for eternity.

The drawers of many cabinet is filled with the less than satisfactory
results. These breathtaking creatures we see frolicking in our pasture or
performing under saddle are rendered as rather ordinary, nothing like the
ethereal beauties we see with our eyes cavorting in front of us. 

Frustrated, we continue to purchase, shoot and develop rolls upon roll of
film to try and acquire at least one photo that depicts them in their true
form.



I met Darlene Wohlart many years ago.
Her photographs drew me in; they mesmer-
ized me over and over again. As one of her
customers has said, of Darlene's
Photography "I think, "man, I want to be in
that place to try and take a picture like
that"." 

You can recognize Darlene's work right
off, they are the photos that you wish you
could take, the ones that don't just SHOW
the foal playing in the pasture, but make
you feel that babies exuberance as it plays. 

Many years ago, Darlene decided to be a photographer, in part to be with horses. From an early
age, horses were her passion, along with whatever dog was in her life. As many a young girl,
Darlene had to love horses from afar, as her parents didn't support this notion and thought it
would go way one day. Thankfully, her parents were mistaken!

Darlene spent a number of years working at a job she hated while waiting for inspiration to strike
and point her in the right direction regarding a career. Night classes in photography opened a
new world for Darlene. This in turn led to enrolling in the Art Institute of Ft. Lauderdale and study-
ing photography and a degree. After completion of that part of her education she got an intern-
ship with a major newspaper and a 2-year job in the photo department of another paper. And of
course she got a horse, a young filly who became Darlene's inspiration, her teacher of horse
ways and her friend.

Darlene feels that you have to develop a
style of your own. Hers reflects what she
sees or feels about the subject. Darlene has
found over the years that there are horses,
no matter how old they are that still have
that spark, a connection, something left to
give. Then sadly, there are others that have
been used up by life, their eyes are dead
and reflect no light back to you. 

For Darlene, the camera is the paintbrush
and film is a canvas waiting to be painted.

Darlene try's not to go into a photo shoot
with many preconceived ideas; the horse
invariably does not go along with the plan.

She lets the horse speak to her in his own way and creates as she goes. You have to be open
to your surroundings and learn to use what is available. Darlene prefers to get the photograph
correct in the camera and have what her lens captured be the essence of the horse. She tends
to be a purist; it comes from her journalism background.



You have to love horses to stay in the Equine
Photography business. Photographers work crazy
hours. 

The work doesn't end after you have pho-
tographed the horse either. Darlene spends more
time driving back and forth to photo labs, UPS,
Post Offices and office supply stores and then
logging film, marking proofs, packaging, answer-
ing email, returning calls and so on then actually
taking pictures. Sometimes you may work one
day a month shooting photographs and other
months you are always on the run from one shoot
or show to the next. It can be very unpredictable.

Equine Photographers are at the mercy of the weather, the economy and the health of the
horse and sometimes the owner.

At times Darlene has been very frustrated and thought of giving up. This is a very difficult busi-
ness economically speaking. The equipment is expensive and the financial rewards aren't that
great when compared to other areas of photography. Sometimes she has regrets for paths not
taken, but Darlene try's to stay focused and believe in her work. There is always that next great
photograph that drives Darlene on. 

The best picture has yet to be taken.


